
helping verb 

Verbs in the future tense tell about an action that will happen in the  
future.  Future tense verbs use the helping verb will.    
 
Example: The dog will jump over the fence.  

Circle the verbs that tell about the future  
(be sure to include the helping verb).  

 
1)  Eleanor will go to the music shop with her dad.   
 
2)  The fence will keep the deer out of the garden.  
 
3)  Meadow will dive off the high dive.   
 
4)  Matthew will earn money cutting grass.   
 
5)  The seed will sprout in five days.    

Future tense verbs use the helping verb will.  In a question, the  
helping verb is separate from the main verb. 
 
Example:  Will you call for a doctor’s appointment? 

Circle the correct helping and main verb.  
 

6)   Will Katie shovel the driveway today?  
 
7)   Will you excuse me?    
 
8)   Will you pay for my snack?   
 
9)   Will Nate win first place in her race?  
 
10)  Will the puppy sleep all day?  

L.3.1e         Future Tense 
 

Name:______________________  Date:_____________ 

main verb 



11)  They ______________ us if we want to play baseball.     

12)  She _______________  me with my homework.    

13)  Jeffrey _____________ the boat to shore quickly.   

14)  Peter ____________  his brother with his chores.   

15)  Angelina _________  if she can go to the movies.   

Use a future tense verb from the box to complete each sentence.   

16)      runs will run     ran  will call calls    called 

   will row     will ask    will help 

Circle the future tense verbs.   

17)  _______  Russell _________ in the race today? 

18)  The baker  _________________  cupcakes for the party.   

19)  _________  Jenny  __________  her fish this morning?   

20)  The teacher ________________  the spelling tests tonight.   

Complete each sentence with a future tense verb.   



Key 

helping verb 

Verbs in the future tense tell about an action that will happen in the  
future.  Future tense verbs use the helping verb will.    
 
Example: The dog will jump over the fence.  

Circle the verbs that tell about the future  
(be sure to include the helping verb).  

 
1)  Eleanor will go to the music shop with her dad.   
 
2)  The fence will keep the deer out of the garden.  
 
3)  Meadow will dive off the high dive.   
 
4)  Matthew will earn money cutting grass.   
 
5)  The seed will sprout in five days.    

Future tense verbs use the helping verb will.  In a question, the  
helping verb is separate from the main verb. 
 
Example:  Will you call for a doctor’s appointment? 

Circle the correct helping and main verb.  
 

6)   Will Katie shovel the driveway today?  
 
7)   Will you excuse me?    
 
8)   Will you pay for my snack?   
 
9)   Will Nate win first place in her race?  
 
10)  Will the puppy sleep all day?  

L.3.1e         Future Tense 
 

Name:______________________  Date:_____________ 

main verb 



(or will help) 

feed 

run 

will correct 

will bake 

Will 

Will 

will ask 

will help 

will row 

will help 

will ask 11)  They ______________ us if we want to play baseball.     

12)  She _______________  me with my homework.    

13)  Jeffrey _____________ the boat to shore quickly.   

14)  Peter ____________  his brother with his chores.   

15)  Angelina _________  if she can go to the movies.   

Use a future tense verb from the box to complete each sentence.   

16)      runs will run  ran  will call calls    called 

   will row     will ask    will help 

Circle the future tense verbs.   

17)  _______  Russell _________ in the race today? 

18)  The baker  _________________  cupcakes for the party.   

19)  _________  Jenny  __________  her fish this morning?   

20)  The teacher ________________  the spelling tests tonight.   

Complete each sentence with a future tense verb.   

* answers may vary. 
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